
I n Farhy, the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) cut corners on its assessment 
authority, improperly creating an assessment authority where none existed. 
With its manufactured assessment against the petitioner in hand, the IRS 

launched the full force of its collection apparatus against the petitioner. The peti-
tioner pushed back. In the end, the Tax Court ordered that without assessment 
authority the IRS could not proceed with its collection actions relating to peti-
tioner’s liabilities for Code Sec. 6038 penalties for the taxable years 2003–2010. 
The Tax Court’s analysis in Farhy applies to most of the foreign information 
penalties in Chapter 61 where the IRS also lacks assessment authority. A chart 
showing the application of the Farhy analysis to other penalties in Chapter 61 can 
be found below (see Table 1). If a taxpayer has one of these foreign information 
penalties at issue, consider raising the IRS’ lack of authority to assess the penalty. 
To protect the statute, you might want to file a protective claim for a refund if 
the taxpayer has already paid.

Without a Valid Assessment, the IRS’s Administrative 
Collection Powers Are Absent

An assessment is a critical event in the life of a tax liability—critical for the tax-
payer, the IRS, and the administration of the tax system. An assessment represents 
an IRS determination that the taxpayer owes a specified tax liability. The Code3 
authorizes the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to make “assessments” of tax 
liabilities.4 An assessment is made “by recording the liability of the taxpayer in the 
office of the Secretary in accordance with rules or regulations prescribed by the 
Secretary.”5 The assessment is necessary and sufficient to trigger the IRS’ unique 
collection powers under the Code.

Normally, if someone owes money to a government agency, that agency essen-
tially has the collection rights and remedies of an ordinary creditor. The IRS has 
these ordinary collection rights, but the Code also gives the IRS supercharged 
collection powers. After an assessment, the IRS has substantial collection powers 
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TABLE 1.
Section Description of Filing Requirement IRS Form Penalty Statute(s) Assessment Authority for Penalty?

Code Sec. 6031(e) Return of partnership income for foreign 
partnerships

1065 Code Sec. 6698 YES. Code Sec. 6689 (c). All in Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6031(b) Copies to partners—furnish information 
to partners

- Temporary Reg.  
§1.6031(b)-1T

YES, Temporary Reg. §1.6031(b)-1T Statements to partners 
(temporary) states under section (d) that penalties for failure to 
comply with Code Sec. 6031(b) are governed by Code Sec. 6722(a). 
All in Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6032 Returns of banks with respect to 
common trust funds

- - This statute does not appear to have related penalties.

Code Sec. 6033 Returns by exempt organizations - Code Sec. 6033(o) YES. Code Sec. 6033(o) states for provisions relating to penalties 
for failure to file under this section, see Code Sec. 6652(c).  All in 
Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6034 Returns by certain trusts - Code Sec. 6652(c), (d) YES. Failure to file penalties. All in Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6034A Information to beneficiaries of estates 
and trusts—addition to tax for failure to 
comply with this section

- Code Sec. 6034A(c)(5) LIKELY YES. Please note that Code Sec. 6034A(c)(5) points to 
additions to tax and additional amounts: “For addition to tax in 
the case of a beneficiary’s negligence in connection with … the 
requirements of this section, see part II of subchapter A of Chapter 
68.” However, there appears no explicit reference to Code Sec. 
6034A in that section.

Code Sec. 6034A Information to beneficiaries of estates 
and trusts—effect of failure to notify

- Code Sec. 6034A(c)(3) YES. The effect of failure to notify inconsistent treatment between 
entity and beneficiary “shall be … assessed according” to statute 
Code Sec. 6213(b)(1). All in Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6035 Basis information to persons acquiring 
property from the decedent

8971 - YES. The penalty related to the failure to file this information 
appears to have been removed from Code Sec. 6679 back in 2004.

Code Sec. 6036 Notice of qualification as executor or 
receiver

- - Does not assert a penalty.

Code Sec. 6037 Return of S corporation 1120-S Code Sec. 6699 YES. Failure to file applicable forms. Also, the effect of failure 
to notify inconsistent treatment between entity and beneficiary 
“shall be … assessed according” to the statute. All in Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038 U.S. person with an interest in: Foreign 
Corporation (FC)

5471 Code Sec. 6038(b) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038 U.S. person with an interest in: Foreign 
Partnership (FP)

8865 Code Sec. 6038(b) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038 U.S. person with an interest in: Foreign 
Disregarded Entity

8858 Code Sec. 6038(b) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038 Penalty reducing Foreign Tax Credit: 
Foreign Corporation (FC)

5471 Code Sec. 6038(c) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038 Penalty reducing Foreign Tax Credit: 
Foreign Partnership (FP)

8865 Code Sec. 6038(c) NO. No link to Chapter 68.
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TABLE 1.
Section Description of Filing Requirement IRS Form Penalty Statute(s) Assessment Authority for Penalty?

Code Sec. 6038 Penalty reducing Foreign Tax Credit: FC 
or FP with Foreign Disregarded Entity

8858 Code Sec. 6038(c) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038A 25-percent foreign-owned U.S. 
corporations

5472 Code Sec. 6038A(d) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038A 25-percent foreign-owned U.S. 
corporations that fail to: (1) authorize 
the reporting corporation to act as 
agent of a foreign related party, or (2) 
substantially comply with a summons for 
information

n/a Code Sec. 6038A(e) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038B Transferor of certain property to foreign 
persons: Foreign Corporation

Form 926 Code Sec. 6038B(c) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038B Transferor of certain property to foreign 
persons: Foreign Partnership

Form 8865 
Schedule G, 
H, and O

Code Sec. 6038B(c) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038C Information with respect to foreign 
corporations engaged in U.S. business

5472 Code Sec. 6038C(c) NO. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038D Information with respect to foreign 
financial assets—failure to disclose

8938 Code Sec. 6038D(d) NO—Please note, however, that under Reg. §1.6038D-8(f), 
penalties for underpayments attributable to undisclosed foreign 
financial assets, for application of the accuracy-related penalty, 
please see Code Sec. 6662(j). This provides for penalties under 
6038, 6038B, and 6038D. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6038E Information with respect to the 
assignment of lower rates or refunds 
by foreign producers of beer, wine, and 
distilled spirits

- - Does not assert a penalty.

Code Sec. 6039 Returns required in connection with 
certain options

3921 & 
3922

Code Sec. 6721 YES. Reg. §§1.6039-1(d), 1.6039-2(d) provides “For provisions 
relating to the penalty applicable to the failure to file a return 
under this section, see Code Sec. 6721” and “Code Sec. 6722,” 
respectively.” All in Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6039C Returns with respect to foreign persons 
holding direct investments in U.S. real 
property interests

- Code Sec. 6652 YES. Penalties in Chapter 68. However, the IRS website states 
that “until such time that regulations under Code Sec. 6039C are 
issued, these provisions are not operative.” There do not appear to 
be regulations issued.

Code Sec. 6039D Returns and records with respect to 
certain fringe benefit plans

- Code Sec. 6652 YES. Penalties in Chapter 68. 

Code Sec. 6039E Information concerning resident status N/A Code Sec. 6039E(c) NO. Code Sec. 6039E(c) provides that “failing to provide” required 
statement subject to $500 for each failure but there is no 
assessment authority. No link to Chapter 68.

(Continued)
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TABLE 1.
Section Description of Filing Requirement IRS Form Penalty Statute(s) Assessment Authority for Penalty?

Code Sec. 6039F Notice of large gifts received from 
foreign persons

3520 Code Sec. 6039F(c) NO. Code Sec. 6039F(c) provides a penalty for “failure to file 
information” but there is no assessment authority. No link to 
Chapter 68. However, Code Sec. 6039F(c)(1)(B) provides that the 
taxpayer to whom such penalty is imposed “shall pay [the penalty] 
(upon notice and demand by the Secretary and in the same 
manner as tax)” (emphasis mine).

Code Sec. 6039G Information on individuals losing U.S. 
citizenship

8854 & 
W-8CE

Code Sec. 6039G(c) NO. Code Sec. 6039G(c) provides a “penalty” if a required 
individual “fails to file” a required statement with the Secretary 
but there is no assessment authority. No link to Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6039H Information with respect to Alaska 
Native Settlement Trusts and Native 
Corporations

1041-N - Does not assert a penalty.

Code Sec. 6039I Returns and records with respect to 
employer-owned life insurance contracts

8925 - Does not assert a penalty.

Code Sec. 6039J Information reporting with respect 
to Commodity Credit Corporation 
transactions

- - Does not assert a penalty.

Code Sec. 6046 Returns as to the organization or 
reorganization of foreign corporations 
and as to acquisitions of their stock

YES. For provisions relating to penalties for violations of this 
section, see Code Sec. 6679 Failure to file returns, etc., with respect 
to foreign corporations or foreign partnerships, and Code Sec. 
7203.

Code Sec. 6046A Returns regarding payments of 
remuneration for services and direct 
sales

YES. For provisions relating to penalties for violations of this 
section, see Code Sec. 6679 Failure to file returns, etc., with respect 
to foreign corporations or foreign partnerships and Code Sec. 7203 
All civil penalties in Chapter 68.

Code Sec. 6048 Information with respect to certain 
foreign trusts’ reportable events

Does not assert a penalty.
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found nowhere else in U.S. laws. Once made, an assess-
ment, including accrued interest and penalties, must be 
paid by the date specified in any IRS notice of assessment 
and demand for payment.6 The notice of assessment 
and demand for payment creates a lien attaching to all 
property and rights to property of the taxpayer, including 
after-acquired property and property in the hands of third 
parties. The taxpayer’s failure to pay the tax in full and on 
time potentially subjects the taxpayer to many unwelcome 
collection activities,7 including:
1. The IRS can seize and, if necessary, sell all property 

encumbered by the tax lien.
2. The IRS can notify any third-party holding prop-

erty encumbered by the tax lien (i.e., the taxpayer’s 
banks, etc.) to turn that property over to the IRS or 
face serious financial penalties for noncompliance.

3. The IRS can perfect the tax lien by filing a notice 
of federal tax lien establishing the IRS’ priority over 
later creditors of the taxpayer, as well as publicly 
recording that the taxpayer is delinquent in paying 
his taxes.

4. For unpaid assessments over $55,000, the IRS can 
cause the Secretary of State to deny, revoke, or limit 
a taxpayer’s U.S. passport.

5. Once made, an assessment is presumed correct in 
any later litigation where the merits of the tax may 
be challenged (tax refund suits, tax suits to collect, 
and bankruptcy).

6. In all other litigation involving a tax assessment, the 
assessment may not be collaterally attacked and has, 
in effect, the force and effect of a judgment.

7. Except for those taxes subject to the deficiency 
notice procedures, forced collection efforts to col-
lect the assessment may be launched immediately. 
Unfortunately, the Farhy-type assessments are not 
subject to the deficiency notice procedures.

In other words, “it is the assessment, and only the assess-
ment, which sets in motion the collection powers of the 
IRS, powers that include the seizure of assets, the freezing 
of bank accounts and the creation of liens, all without 
judicial process.”8

If the IRS fails to properly assess a tax or a penalty, the 
IRS is prohibited from using the above tools for collecting 
the tax or penalty because of the improper assessment. 
In Farhy, the IRS failed to properly assess the penalty; 
therefore, the IRS was prohibited from using the above 
tools for collecting the penalty because of the improper 
assessment. Without an authorized assessment, the IRS 
must use the standard collection tools available to ordinary 
government agencies.

Historical Timeline for the Chapter 61 
Foreign Information Penalties
It is worth reviewing the history of the Chapter 61 foreign 
information penalties to see where the IRS erred and 
evaluate the impact of Farhy. Foreign information penalties 
have been in the Code for decades. The penalty in Farhy 
was under Code Sec. 6038, enacted in 1960. Elaborate 
procedures can be found in past Internal Revenue Manuals 
(“IRMs”) instructing IRS personnel how to assess these 
foreign information penalties.9 What was missing in the 
IRM until recently was a citation to any authority to 
assess these penalties. It is noteworthy that until recently 
the IRM correctly noted the anomaly that no statute of 
limitations existed for assessment of the foreign informa-
tion penalties.10 One might expect that someone in the 
IRS would have looked at the odd situation of no specific 
limitations statute for foreign information penalties, if 
only because it is at variance with the taxpayer’s right to 
finality.11 The absence of a statute of limitations for the 
foreign information penalties indicated the absence of a 
corresponding assessment statute.

In 2006, the Treasury Inspector General for Tax 
Administration (“TIGTA”) recommended that the IRS 
consider a systemic assessment12 of these Chapter 61 
foreign information penalties.13 After studying the issue 
further, as of January 1, 2009, the IRS began automatic 
assessments of the monetary penalty under Code Sec. 
6038(b)(1) regarding Forms 5471, “Information Return of 
U.S. Persons With Respect to Certain Foreign Corporations,” 
attached to late-filed Forms 1120, “U.S. Corporation 
Income Tax Return.”14

In 2013, TIGTA evaluated the IRS’ progress in imple-
menting the systemic assessment.15 Later in that same 
year, 2013, the IRS began automatically assessing a mon-
etary penalty under Code Sec. 6038A(d)(1) on Forms 
5472, “Information Return of a 25% Foreign-Owned U.S. 
Corporation or a Foreign Corporation Engaged in a U.S. 
Trade or Business,” attached to late-filed Form1120 series 
returns.16

The IRM continued to proclaim that “Penalties that are 
not considered taxes generally have no statute of limitation 
for assessment. Penalties related to returns are generally 
treated as taxes and governed by the statute of limitation 
for assessment.”17 Again, the IRM raised no issue regard-
ing this odd lack of a statute of limitations for assessment.

Beginning on January 1, 2014, the IRS expanded its 
automatic assessment of the monetary penalty under Code 
Sec. 6038(b)(1) to Forms 5471 attached to late-filed Forms 
1065, “U.S. Return of Partnership Income.”18
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Between 2014 and 2018, the IRS was assessing over 
10,000 foreign information penalties every year, including 
assessments against individuals.19 So each year thousands 
of taxpayers were assessed the Code Sec. 6038 penalties by 
an IRS lacking the authority to make these assessments, 
and those taxpayers, like any delinquent taxpayers, were 
subject to the IRS’ vast administrative collection powers. 
It is easy to imagine the collective distress felt by all the 
taxpayers undergoing the collection treatment accompa-
nying these illegal assessments. It is also easy to imagine 
their irritation when they discover the collection efforts 
directed at them were illegal.

In 2018, I blogged20 about a revision I noticed on some 
Forms 872 (Consent to Extend the Time to Assess Tax) with 
the additional language being typed on the Form by the 
Revenue Agents:

One version used occasionally contained a new para-
graph 6:

(6) Without otherwise limiting the applicability 
of this agreement, this agreement also extends 
the period of limitations for assessing any pen-
alty imposed under IRC §§6038, 6038A, 6038B, 
6038D, 6677 or 6679.

Recall the IRM had pronounced for years that there 
was no statute of limitations for these penalties. What 
is the purpose of paragraph 6 if there are no statutes of 
limitations on the IRS’ ability to assess these penalties? 
The second and worse problem with new paragraph 6 
of Form 872: The IRS had no authority to assess the 
Code Sec. 6038 series of penalties in the first place. If a 
taxpayer signed this modified Form 872, was the taxpayer 
stipulating to an assessment statute? My questions went 
unanswered.

In 2018 and 2019, at least three sets of tax practitio-
ners published papers noting that not only was there no 
statute of limitations for the assessment of these Chapter 
61 foreign information penalties as correctly stated in the 
IRM, but there was also no assessment statute for these 
same foreign information penalties.21

On January 13, 2021, in her Annual Report to 
Congress 2020, the National Taxpayer Advocate 
(“NTA”) publicly brought the issue of the missing assess-
ment authority to the attention of the IRS, and the IRS 
first offered a written theory defending these foreign 
information assessments and the resulting adminis-
trative collection actions. The IRS’ theory explains22: 
There are only two types of penalty assessments. One 
type is a deficiency assessment resulting from a penalty 

being processed under the deficiency rules. The second 
type is an assessable penalty that is assessed outside the 
deficiency procedures. The IRS then takes a leap and 
posits that, since these foreign information penalties are 
not subject to the deficiency procedures, it necessarily 
follows that they are assessable outside the deficiency 
procedures. The problem is that the Code does not sup-
ply any language supporting the IRS’ theory.

A few days later, on or about January 29, 2021, tracking 
the theory the IRS offered to the NTA, the IRS modi-
fied IRM 20.1.9 International Penalties (Nov. 30, 2015) 
stating, in part:

(2) Assessable Penalties—Penalties listed in this sec-
tion, unless otherwise noted, are assessable penalties 
and are not covered by deficiency procedures of 
IRC 6211 through IRC 6215 (relating to deficiency 
procedures for income, estate, gift, and certain excise 
taxes). Assessable penalties are paid upon notice and 
demand. For assessable penalties, there is no 30-day 
letter, no agreement form, and no notice requirements 
prior to assessment.23 * * *

(3) Statute of Limitations—In general, international 
information returns are assessed in the same manner 
as taxes pursuant to IRC 6201(a) and IRC 6671(a). 
Therefore, pursuant to IRC 6501(a), international 
information return penalties generally must be assessed 
within three years after the return was filed. * * *

•  Rules related to consents to extend the statute 
of limitations for some international infor-
mation return penalties are provided in IRM 
25.6.22.6.17.10, Assessable Penalties. Generally, 
Form 872, Consent to Extend Time to Assess 
Tax, can be used to extend the statute of limita-
tions on certain international information return 
penalties by adding the following language to 
the form:

“Without otherwise limiting the applicability 
of this agreement, this agreement also extends 
the period of limitations to assess any penalty 
imposed for failure to provide information 
required under IRC §§6038, 6038A, 6038B, 
6038D, 6046, 6046A, or 6048.”24

Note that the IRS dropped its long-standing statement in 
the IRM that there was no statute of limitations for the 
assessment of the foreign information penalties.
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Later that year, the IRS brought IRM 25.6.22.6.17.10, 
Assessable Penalties, in sync with the changes in IRM 
20.1.9, International Penalties.25

The IRS theory is in focus at this point. For the IRS, 
the lack of a specific assessment statute for the Chapter 
61 foreign information penalties is immaterial to the IRS 
since these penalties must be assessable penalties under the 
Code. The IRS’ position is that they just must be assess-
able. Therefore, foreign information penalties are assessable 
penalties. And they contend, as assessable penalties their 
statute of limitations falls under Code Sec. 6501.

The structure of the IRS’ argument is interesting, 
because it takes you past the sale of the issue of whether 

there is any assessment authority for these foreign infor-
mation penalties in the first place, jumps to assuming 
assessment authority, then analyzes what type of assess-
ment authority governs the foreign information penalty 
assessments. My copy of the Code still has no specific 
assessment authority for these foreign information 
penalties.

Most of the foreign information penalties identified in 
Table 1 are not assessable penalties, and, therefore, they 
have no statute of limitations for assessment.26 Stated 
another way, there is no statute of limitations on assess-
ment because they cannot be assessed. The IRS never made 
this connection.27
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